Abstract Improvement of measurement precision and repeatability is one of the issues currently faced by the laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique, which is expected to be capable of precise and accurate quantitative analysis. It was found that there was great potential to improve the signal quality and repeatability by reducing the laser beam divergence angle using a suitable beam expander (BE). In the present work, the influences of several experimental parameters for the case with BE are studied in order to optimize the analytical performances: the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the relative standard deviation (RSD). We demonstrate that by selecting the optimal experimental parameters, the BE-included LIBS setup can give higher SNR and lower RSD values of the line intensity normalized by the whole spectrum area. For validation purposes, support vector machine (SVM) regression combined with principal component analysis (PCA) was used to establish a calibration model to realize the quantitative analysis of the ash content. Good agreement has been found between the laboratory measurement results from the LIBS method and those from the traditional method. The measurement accuracy presented here for ash content analysis is estimated to be 0.31%, while the average relative error is 2.36%.
Introduction
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is an emerging analytical spectroscopy technique which can determine the elemental composition from the line emission of laser generated plasma on the basis of elemental and molecular emission intensities. This technology demonstrates numerous appealing features that distinguish it from conventional analytical spectrochemical techniques. However, the relatively low quality spectrum and poor pulse-to-pulse repeatability of measurement with LIBS are always regarded as obstacles for a wide range of applications of this technology [1−4] . Many methods have been developed to improve the signal quality and stability of LIBS, such as, spatial or magnetic confinement [5−9] , microwave-assisted LIBS [10] , laser ablation combined with fast pulse discharge [11] , various data processing methods [12−14] , etc. Laser beam quality is often characterized by a parameter known as beam divergence, which is the angular spreading of light waves as it propagates through space. Even a perfect laser beam will experience some beam divergence due to diffraction effects. Diffraction is the effective bending of light rays caused by truncation from an opaque object, such as a knife edge. The spreading arises from secondary wave fronts emitted from the edge of truncations. These secondary waves interfere with the primary wave and also with themselves, sometimes forming quite complicated diffraction patterns [15] . Given that we know that BE is a telescope in which a laser beam could be expanded to a larger diameter, this is useful to the reduction of laser beam divergence angle, resulting in a better focusing effect. Based on the above discussion, a BE was employed in our present work to expand the laser beam to a suitable diameter. Taking into account that the BE is likely to affect the experimental parameters that were previously optimized, we concentrated on the study of the effects of such factors as tablet machine pressure, laser energy, laser repetition rate, and laser focus posi- tion. As a result, the BE included experimental LIBS setup for coal quality analysis was modified accordingly, and the improvement in signal quality and stability by using BE was demonstrated. 
Experimental setup
The experimental LIBS setup used for coal quality analysis is shown in Fig. 1 . A Q-switched Nd:YAG pulsed laser (DCR-3, Spectra-physics Ltd.) with 8 ns pulse width operating at 1064 nm is employed for coal ablation and plasma generation. The laser beam passes through a half-wave plate (HWP) and is divided into two beams by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The reflected light travels to a power meter. The transmitted light is reflected by a mirror covered with silver and passes through a BE which can reduce the divergence angle, resulting in a better focusing effect. The light is focused at the sample surface using a 15 mm diameter and 200 mm focal length plano-convex quartz lens. A tiny portion of the sample was ablated to form the plasma. As the plasma expands and gradually cools, the atomic and ionic emission lines appear and the emitted radiation is guided to a dual channel spectrometer (AvaSpec-2048-USB2, Avantes Ltd.) which covers the spectral ranges of 190-366 nm and 586-1116 nm, providing a nominal resolution of 0.7 nm and a fixed 1 ms gate-width by means of an optical fiber. The coal samples used in this study were provided by China Coal Yangjian Separations Ltd. and were gathered from different mines in Shuozhou. Following the standard sampling procedure, all of the coal samples were prepared to a grain size of 100 µm. Due to the extremely small ablated mass being vaporized and exited by the laser pulse, the LIBS precision and accuracy are heavily dependent on the homogeneity of the sample. Therefore, the powdery samples were pretreated by pressing them into compact and smooth pellets (40 mm diameter, 7 mm thickness) using a tablet machine. Each pellet weights 5 g, which was measured with an analytical balance whose precision is 0.05 mg at low load. Additionally, in order to make each laser pulse have a fresh action point and achieve uniform sample of points, the samples were fixed on a rotation stage driven by a stepping motor (PK545-NA, Oriental Motor Ltd.) and the rotation speed is set appropriately according to the measurement time.
Experimental study
In this study, several experimental parameters were systematically changed and their effects on the quality and repeatability of the characteristic line of C and Si were studied, and as a result the optimal experimental parameters in LIBS measurement could be determined. Here, the signal quality was judged by the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) which is expressed by the formula
where I is the characteristic line integral intensity; R is the root mean square value of noise, which is calculated by linear fitting to the background continuous spectrum within a narrow band around ends of the characteristic lines, and then each end seeking a root mean square value and taking the average; and, d is the characteristic line width. Obviously, the greater the SNR, the better the signal quality. The relative standard deviation (RSD) of spectral line intensity is used to evaluate the repeatability, smaller RSD value indicates more precise LIBS measurement, which can be defined as
where n is the number of a set of measurements; x i is the absolute line intensity of element i in each measurement; and, M is the arithmetic mean line intensity of the repeated measurements.
Optimization of the tablet machine pressure
As mentioned above, the LIBS precision and accuracy are heavily dependent on the homogeneity of the sample. Therefore, the pretreatment of powdery samples, i.e., pressing them into compact and smooth pellets using a tablet machine, seems to be extremely important. Experimental results demonstrate that different pressures may result in different changes in plasma emission intensities, and thereby affects the measurement precision and accuracy. In order to yield more accurate measurement results, it is necessary to choose an optimum tablet machine pressure. In this work, experiments were performed on the sample with 100 successive laser shots by using pressure of 5 MPa, 10 MPa, 15 MPa, 20 MPa, 25 MPa, and 30 MPa, respectively. Here, the pulse energy is 80 mJ, the laser repetition rate is 10 Hz, the focal plane is 4 mm above sample surface, the integration time is 10 ms, and the delay time is 2 µs. A comparison of the RSD and SNR values is shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , respectively. With the increase of the tablet machine pressure, the SNR values of C(I) 247.9 nm and Si(I) 288.2 nm grow bigger while the RSD values become smaller. When the tablet machine pressure is 25 MPa, the SNR reaches the maximum value while the RSD reaches the minimum value. This is due to the fact that the pulse energy couples to more matter when the tablet machine pressure getting bigger. When the pressure is over 25 MPa, the ablation quality does not increase any further. Thus, it is suggested that the optimum pressure of the tablet machine should be set to 25 MPa to further enhance the stability and reliability of the quantitative analysis results. 
Optimization of the laser pulse energy and repetition rate
It is reported that both laser pulse energy and repetition rate are important LIBS parameters that can greatly improve the SNR values of characteristic lines [16, 17] . In order to adjust the ablation laser energy without changing other laser parameters, such as the flash lamp supply voltage, which could compromise the pulse-to-pulse stability of the laser source, a HWP coupled with a PBS was placed in the laser beam path. In the current work, the effect of the ablation laser energy together with the laser repetition rate with respect to the RSD and SNR values of C(I) 247.9 nm and Si(I) 288.2 nm line has been investigated at fixed laser parameters. The focal plane is 4 mm above sample surface, the integration time is 10 ms, and the delay time is 2 µs. From Fig. 3 , we can see that the trends of SNR and RSD are completely opposite. With the increase of pulse energy, the SNR values of C and Si increase accordingly. This happens because the irradiance increases with the increase of the pulse energy.
The spectral line intensity is saturated when the pulse energy is more than 100 mJ due to the plasma shielding effect. Meanwhile, it can be seen that the bigger the laser repetition rate is, the greater the SNR and lower RSD values of C(I) 247.9 nm and Si(I) 288.2 nm will be. The reason for this might be that with the increase of the repetition rate, the reflected shockwave shakes off more ash off the surface of the sample. The maximum SNR and the minimum RSD values can be obtained simultaneously when the ablation laser energy and the repetition rate are selected to be 100 mJ and 10 Hz, respectively. 
Optimization of the laser focus position
LIBS operates by focusing the laser onto a small area at the surface of the specimen to form a plasma, which atomizes and excites the specimen. This focusing effect affects the morphology and property of the plasma as well as the LIBS signal. In our study, the laser beam is expanded to a lager diameter prior to focusing so as to obtain a smaller laser spot. In this case, the focusing area on the coal sample surface can achieve a relatively high laser fluence, and thus the plasma shielding can become strongly contributed by ionized ambient gas localized in the propagation front of the plume [18] . Therefore, it is essential to optimize the distance between the focusing lens and the sample surface. A comparison between the RSD and SNR values of C(I) 247.9 nm and Si(I) 288.2 nm with various focus positions is shown in Fig. 4 , where the focus position of zero indicates the sample surface. It can be seen that with the increase of lens-to-sample distance, the SNR values of C(I) 247.9 nm and Si(I) 288.2 nm increase while the RSD values decrease. In the vicinity of 7.5 mm, the SNR reaches a maximum value but the RSD reaches a minimum value. The reason is likely to be that with the increase of ablation depth, the pulse energy coupled with the sample decreases. In this work, the optimum focus position situates at 7.5 mm above the sample surface. 
Result and discussion
After the parameter optimization mentioned above, the quality and stability of characteristic spectral lines for the cases with and without BE were compared using seven coal samples. The RSD values of the normalized line intensity with respect to the whole spectrum area and the SNR values of C(I) 247.9 nm and Si(I) 288.2 nm for the cases with and without BE are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Our results demonstrate that by using the BE, both the quality and the stability of the plasma spectra can be significantly improved.
To validate the improvement in quantitative analysis results, the optimized experimental LIBS setup was employed to analyze the ash contents of coal samples that were certified by the traditional thermo-gravimetric analyzer (TGA). A total of thirty samples were selected as calibration samples and the remaining five samples were selected for predication. Support vector machine (SVM) [19−20] regression combined with principal component analysis (PCA) [21] was used to establish a calibration model to achieve the real ash contents. For comparison, the ash contents measured by LIBS combined with the above mentioned multivariate regression model as a function of the corresponding certified values for the calibration samples are shown in Fig. 7(a) . As can be seen, the results are in fairly good agreement between LIBS and traditional method for ash contents, the linear regression coefficient R is equal to 0.9976. To validate the repeatability of the LIBS measurement, each of the five prediction samples was measured four times. A comparison of the certified and the measured ash contents is displayed in Fig. 7(b) , where the error bars represent the SD values. The relatively small experimental error bars indicate that we can provide a reasonable repeatability of measurements by using the obtained calibration model with BE. From the quantitative results, the measurement accuracy is estimated to be 0.31% while the average absolute error is 2.36%. Compared to our previous work on on-line pulverized coal quality analysis in power plants [22] , this optimized experimental BE-included LIBS setup gives a significant improvement in measurement accuracy. 
Conclusion
The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of several important parameters related to the signal quality and repeatability, so as to optimize the analytical performances of a LIBS experimental setup for the case with BE. By comparing both the RSD and SNR values of the emission lines, the optimal experimental parameters of the LIBS setup is determined as follows: the tablet machine pressure is 25 MPa, the laser energy is 100 mJ, the laser repetition rate is 10 Hz, and the laser focus position is 7.5 mm above the sample surface. The optimal experimental parameters lead to an increase in signal quality and a decrease in RSD values of the normalized line intensities. To validate the necessity of optimization, SVM regression combined with PCA are used to establish a calibration model to quantitatively analyze the ash contents in coal. Experimental results show that the measured ash contents using LIBS are in fairly good agreement with those from the traditional method, the measurement accuracy has been slightly improved compared to our previous work. The measurement accuracy presented here for ash content analysis is estimated to be 0.31% while the average relative error is 2.36%.
